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I'm pretty sure that if you study well, you will have no problem understanding the theory. And now - to business. Sixty minutes later they left the high meadows in the valley and moved west. "Don't you think we're still surrounded?" Heyerdahl asked. The viceroy shook his head. Five hours later they came to an abyss that may have been the entrance to hell. With an eerie roar, lava erupted from it, surrounded by clouds of
steam. The rays of the sun barely made their way through the swirling veil of steam. The area seemed lifeless. The tall, black-bearded Navajo looked at them grimly. Heyerdahl ventured to ask a question: Are there people down there? Is there anyone alive? The Navajo shook his head. Age is eighteen years old. He pointed to the charred remains lying in the valley. The partisans came two days ago. Four soldiers, two

wounded and two prisoners. One of the two dead did not get up. The silent warrior led them to the lost. Three soldiers crawled out from under the overturned semi-car, the rest could not get out, no matter how hard they tried. We examined the car. The car was charred. The fallen lay at the bottom of the gorge. A terrible picture. Ten others died. Couldn't get the horses out and couldn't get to the road. Yes, the car is being
repaired. Soon they were on their way again. About an hour later they came across a dying man lying in a roadside ditch. Three days ago he hunted. Deer hunting brought only a skull turned into coal. The man looked around and recognized Heyerdahl and his guests. Did he hope that they would come here for him when the guerrillas came? The warrior who threw the Navajo into the abyss said that, apparently, this is the

surest way to hell, because here, in Addis Ababa, death comes instantly. This convinced Heyerdad that the monogamous tradition was an empty phrase. According to the monk, women were just a means to prolong the family. On the way back, we spotted a convoy of trucks full of soldiers. Several officers stood by the open bodies, watching the movement of the trucks. The colonel ordered us to stop.
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